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Unconstitutional Assault on the
Right to Choose:
Federal Abortion Ban Is an Affront to Women and
to the U.S. Supreme Court

On June 29, 2000, in Stenberg v. Carhart, 530 U.S. 914 (2000), the U.S. Supreme Court
held that Nebraska’s sweeping ban on abortion—misleadingly labeled a ban on so-called
"partial-birth abortion"—was unconstitutional.  The Center for Reproductive Rights repre-
sented LeRoy Carhart, M.D., the Nebraska physician who challenged the ban.  The Court’s
decision exposed the Nebraska ban and the numerous, similar statutes that had been enact-
ed across the country as unconstitutional, deceptive and extreme attempts to outlaw abor-
tion even early in pregnancy.

In Stenberg v. Carhart, a case successfully litigated by the Center for Reproductive Rights,
the Court first found that the ban does not prohibit only one type of abortion procedure,
but instead outlaws several methods, including the safest and "most commonly used
method for performing pre-viability second trimester abortions," Carhart, 530 U.S. at 945,
and therefore constituted an undue burden on women’s right to choose.  Second, the Court
ruled that any ban on methods of abortion must provide an exception for women’s health,
and also struck down the Nebraska law for failing to include such an exception.  The Court
noted that "a State may promote but not endanger a woman’s health when it regulates the
methods of abortion" and that "the absence of a health exception will place women at an
unnecessary risk of tragic health consequences." Carhart, 530 U.S. at 931, 937.

After a two-year lull, Congress again began moving forward in 2002 with a similarly uncon-
stitutional, deceptive and extreme abortion ban, which was passed by Congress in October
2003 and signed by President George W. Bush on November 5, 2003.   The new lawcon-
tains the same constitutional flaws as the statute stuck down in Carhart, and defies the
Court’s ruling on both grounds:  it prohibits more than one procedure including the safest
and most commonly used abortion technique in the second trimester, and it contains no
health exception.  This ban, which has already been exposed as a sham by the U.S.
Supreme Court, should be seen for what it is:  an inflammatory attempt to criminalize
abortions and to re-ignite an anti-abortion campaign to severely erode Roe v. Wade. 
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Since 1995, anti-choice fringe groups have waged a campaign to eliminate the right to
abortion, as established in the landmark Supreme Court case, Roe v. Wade.1 As part of
their campaign, these organizations have worked to enact so-called “partial-birth abor-
tion” bans throughout the country on both the state and federal level.  These bans are
unconstitutional, deceptive and extreme measures aimed at making abortion virtually
unattainable for women.  Falsely touted as a ban on one particular method of post-viabil-
ity abortion used late in pregnancy, these laws actually represent an attempt to criminal-
ize numerous abortion procedures including the safest and most commonly used pre-via-
bility abortion methods even early in pregnancy.

In June 2000 in Stenberg v. Carhart,2 a case brought by Center for Reproductive Rights,
the U.S. Supreme Court struck down Nebraska’s abortion ban, which was similar to laws
that had been enacted in 30 other states.  The Court ruled that Nebraska’s ban was uncon-
stitutional because it failed to contain a health exception and posed an “undue burden”
on a woman’s right to choose.  The Court’s ruling had the effect of rendering invalid sim-
ilar laws throughout the country and exposed these bans for what they are:  deceptive and
extreme attempts to outlaw the safest and most common methods of pre-viability abortion. 

On June 19, 2002, however, anti-choice forces ignored this crucial Supreme Court rul-
ing and introduced a new federal abortion ban in Congress (H.R. 4965).3 Sweeping
through the House of Representatives in just five weeks, the bill was passed on July 24,
2002 by a vote of 274-151, but was not considered in the Senate.  Undeterred, in
February 2003, anti-choice forces reintroduced this bill in the 108th Congress, known as
the so-called “Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act of 2003” (H.R. 760, S. 3). The bill was
signed into law by President George W. Bush on November 5, 2003. This new ban suf-
fers from the same fatal flaws and constitutional defects as the earlier versions.
Nevertheless, the anti-choice congressional leadership and President Bush were deter-
mined to enact this legislation criminalizing numerous pre-viability abortion methods,
thereby legislating the first-ever federal ban on abortion.  

Once the bill was passed by both the House and Senate, and before the president signed
it into law, the Center for Reproductive Rights immediately filed a challenge to the new
law in Nebraska federal court on behalf of Dr. LeRoy Carhart, the lead plaintiff in the
U.S. Supreme Court case Stenberg vs. Carhart.

I.  The History of So-Called “Partial-Birth Abortion” Bans
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As Justice Breyer states
in the majority opinion,

“Even if the statute’s
basic aim is to ban D &

X, its language makes
clear that it also covers

a much broader category
of procedures.”

Stenberg v. Carhart, 530
U.S. 914, 939 (2000). 

II.  The Abortion Bans Are Unconstitutional
A woman’s right to terminate her pregnancy is firmly rooted in the Constitution, as rec-
ognized by Roe v. Wade and its progeny.  Roe’s essential holding that a woman may ter-
minate her pregnancy prior to viability, and that her health must prevail throughout
pregnancy, even after the point of viability, has been repeatedly reaffirmed by the
Supreme Court.4 For example, in Planned Parenthood v. Casey,5 the Supreme Court
held that “[t]he woman’s right to terminate her pregnancy before viability is the most
central principle of Roe v. Wade.  It is a rule of law and a component of liberty we can-
not renounce.”6 So-called “partial-birth abortion” statutes are a direct attack on this
firmly established right.

A.  TWO GROUNDS FOR UNCONSTITUTIONALITY:  UNDUE BURDEN AND LACK OF HEALTH
EXCEPTION
Like the new federal abortion ban, the statute under consideration in Stenberg v. Carhart
was a broadly worded abortion ban that would have criminalized numerous abortion pro-
cedures, including the most common method of abortion used early in the second

The Mounting Campaign to Pass a Federal Abortion Ban

• 1996 – The U.S. Congress passed the first nationwide ban on abor-
tion, which was vetoed by President Clinton.  Although abortion foes
were able to override the President’s veto in the House, the Senate sus-
tained the President’s action and prevented the act from becoming law. 

• 1997 – Congress passed a slightly amended version of the law, which
was immediately vetoed by President Clinton. 

• 1998 – Once again, the House overrode the President's veto and the
Senate sustained the President’s action. 

• 1999-2000 – The Senate and House passed the 1997 version of the
ban.  However, the bill died with the end of the congressional session. 

• June 2000 – In Stenberg v. Carhart, a case brought by Center for
Reproductive Rights, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a Nebraska
abortion ban, which had been modeled on the federal ban. 

• July 2002 – The House passed a new abortion ban that failed to rem-
edy the flaws in the statute found unconstitutional in Stenberg v.
Carhart.  With the end of the congressional session, the bill died.

• February 2003 – The new federal abortion ban was reintroduced in
both the House and Senate.

• November 2003 – President George W. Bush signs an unconstitution-
al ban on so-called "partial-birth" abortions—the country’s first-ever fed-
eral abortion ban—into law. The Center for Reproductive Rights chal-
lenges the bill in federal court on behalf of Dr. LeRoy Carhart of
Nebraska and three other doctors.  
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As Justice Ginsburg
states in her
concurrence, “A state
regulation that ‘has the
purpose or effect of
placing a substantial
obstacle in the path of
a woman seeking an
abortion of a nonviable
fetus’ violates the
Constitution.  Such an
obstacle exists if the
State stops a woman
from choosing the
procedure her doctor
‘reasonably believes
will best protect the
woman in [the]
exercise of [her]
constitutional liberty.’”
Carhart, 530 U.S. at
952 (Ginsburg, J.,
concurring). 

trimester.  In striking down the law, the Court’s majority relied on “established princi-
ples” of Supreme Court jurisprudence affirming a woman’s right to choose,7 finding that
the law violated the U.S. Constitution “for at least two independent reasons”:8

•  The abortion ban posed an undue burden on the right to choose an abortion in
the second trimester because it banned several procedures including the safest and
most common method; and

•  The abortion ban failed to contain a health exception.  

1.  The Nebraska Law Posed an Undue Burden on the Right to Choose Pre-viability Abortion in
the Second Trimester  
The Court found that the Nebraska law would criminalize more than one abortion pro-
cedure, including the safest and most commonly used method of second-trimester abor-
tion, and therefore constituted an undue burden on women’s right to obtain an abortion.
The proponents of the Nebraska law claimed that it banned a particular second trimester
abortion procedure known as dilation and extraction (D & X).9 However, the Court
found that Nebraska’s law outlawed not only the D & X technique, it also prohibited the
commonly used pre-viability second-trimester abortion method, dilation and evacuation
(D & E),10 of which D & X is a variant.  The Court found that “[e]ven if the statute’s basic
aim is to ban D & X, its language makes clear that it also covers a much broader catego-
ry of procedures.”11

Under Casey, states are free to regulate a woman’s decision to terminate a pregnancy
unless the regulation poses an “undue burden” on her right to choose.  The Court held
that the Nebraska law would impose “‘an undue burden on a woman’s ability’ to choose
a D & E abortion, thereby unduly burdening the right to choose itself.”12 The Court con-
cluded by stating the following: 

In sum, using this law some present prosecutors and future Attorneys General may
choose to pursue physicians who use D & E procedures, the most commonly used
method for performing pre-viability second trimester abortions.  All those who perform
abortion procedures using that method must fear prosecution, conviction, and imprison-
ment.  The result is an undue burden upon a woman’s right to make an abortion deci-
sion. We must consequently find the statute unconstitutional.13

Because the abortion ban would criminalize not just one limited abortion procedure, but
also covers a much broader category of procedures, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down
the ban as unconstitutional.  

2.  Any Abortion Method Ban Must Contain a Health Exception.  
The Court also struck down Nebraska’s law because it failed to contain a health excep-
tion.  In Carhart, the Court reaffirmed the importance of the health exception in abor-
tion jurisprudence, emphasizing that the government “may promote but not endanger a
woman’s health when it regulates the methods of abortion.”14 The Court noted that both
Roe and Casey “make clear that a risk to a woman’s health is the same whether it hap-
pens to arise from regulating a particular method of abortion, or from barring abortion
entirely,”15 and that “the absence of a health exception will place women at an unneces-
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sary risk of tragic health consequences.”16 The Court noted that “[o]ur cases have repeat-
edly invalidated statutes that in the process of regulating the methods of abortion,
imposed significant health risks,”17 and found that “where substantial medical authority
supports the proposition that banning a particular abortion procedure could endanger
women’s health, Casey requires the statute to include a health exception[.]”18 It there-
fore struck the law down on the basis of this constitutional defect.

For any abortion ban to be constitutional, it must contain a health exception.  For
example, the Court found that because D & X may be the safest abortion method
available to some women,19 even a ban that was limited to the D & X procedure must
contain an exception when the procedure is “necessary, in appropriate medical judg-
ment, for the preservation of the life or health of the mother.”20 The Court stated “a
statute that altogether forbids D & X creates a significant health risk.  The statute con-
sequently must contain a health exception.”21 Consequently, since the Nebraska ban
contained no health exception for the abortion methods it prohibited, it was stuck
down as unconstitutional.

B.  THE NEW FEDERAL ABORTION BAN HAS THE SAME OLD FLAWS
Any restriction on abortion must satisfy these two requirements set forth by the Supreme
Court.  Yet the new federal abortion ban flagrantly defies the Court’s ruling.  

1.  The Federal Bill is Similar to the Nebraska Law
The new federal ban is similar to the Nebraska law22 struck down in Carhart.  The fed-
eral law states in part:

Partial-birth abortions prohibited
(a) Any physician who, in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce, knowingly
performs a partial-birth abortion and thereby kills a human fetus shall be fined
under this title or imprisoned not more than 2 years, or both. This subsection does
not apply to a partial-birth abortion that is necessary to save the life of a mother
whose life is endangered by a physical disorder, physical illness, or physical injury,
including a life-endangering physical condition caused by or arising from the preg-
nancy itself. This subsection takes effect 1 day after the enactment.
(b) As used in this section--

(1) the term ‘partial-birth abortion’ means an abortion in which--
(A) the person performing the abortion deliberately and intentionally vaginally
delivers a living fetus until, in the case of a head-first presentation, the entire
fetal head is outside the body of the mother, or, in the case of breech presenta-
tion, any part of the fetal trunk past the navel is outside the body of the moth-
er for the purpose of performing an overt act that the person knows will kill the
partially delivered living fetus; and
(B) performs the overt act, other than completion of delivery, that kills the par-
tially delivered living fetus;23

As Justice Breyer stated
in his majority opinion,

“where substantial
medical authority

supports the proposition
that banning a

particular abortion
procedure could

endanger women’s
health, Casey requires

the statute to include a
health exception.”

Stenberg v. Carhart,
530 U.S. 914, 938

(2000).  
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Like the Nebraska law, the federal ban fails to limit the stage of pregnancy to which the
law’s provisions apply, so the ban criminalizes abortions throughout pregnancy (not just
post-viability or “late term” abortions, as the bill’s sponsors often claim).  Like the
Nebraska law, the federal ban fails to limit its prohibitions to abortions involving an
“intact” fetus, fails to explicitly exclude the D & E technique or the suction curettage
abortion method from the law’s prohibitions, and fails to include definitions of key terms
such as “living” or “completion of delivery;” therefore, it is broad enough to criminalize
numerous safe abortion procedures (not just one abortion procedure, as the bill’s spon-
sors misleadingly imply).  Like the Nebraska law, the federal ban also fails to include the
constitutionally mandated health exception.24 For these reasons, as discussed in greater
detail below, the federal ban must be struck down as unconstitutional for the same rea-
sons as the Nebraska law in Carhart.

2.  The Federal Ban Poses an Undue Burden
In addition to banning the D & X method of abortion, the definition of “partial-birth
abortion” in the federal law, like that contained in the Nebraska bill, is broad enough also
to encompass, at the very least, the D & E procedure, which is the safest and most com-
mon method of abortion used in the second trimester.25 Indeed, the language used in
the federal law is substantially similar to the language that was struck down in Carhart for
posing an undue burden.  As the Court held in Carhart, “we can find no difference, in
terms of this statute, between the D & X procedure as described and the D & E proce-
dure as it might be performed.” 26 Furthermore, under the revised wording of the new
federal law, other safe methods of abortion are banned. 

Moreover, the sponsors of the federal bill ignored clear instructions from the Supreme
Court showing how a statute could be written to exclude the D & E from its reach.  They
neither provided a clear exception for D & E, nor “track[ed] the medical differences
between D & E and D & X,” as suggested by the Court.27 One of the witnesses support-
ing the 2002 federal bill confirmed in her testimony at the House Judiciary
Subcommittee on the Constitution hearing that the legislation is not limited to a ban on
only one procedure, but is intended to cover others as well.28

Like the Nebraska bill, the federal ban imposes severe criminal penalties on doctors for
performing D & E’s, including fines and imprisonment.29 Enactment of a federal abor-
tion ban will effectively result in a national ban on D & E’s due to doctors’ justifiable fears
of prosecution and imprisonment.  Moreover, the statute’s broad reach as well as the
vagueness of key statutory terms could also have a significant chilling effect even beyond
the reach of the statute.  Therefore, in addition to creating an unprecedented intrusion
into medical practice, the federal ban imposes an undue burden on a woman’s right to
choose to terminate her pregnancy.

3.  The Federal Ban Lacks a Constitutionally Mandated Health Exception 
As explained above, the Supreme Court has consistently held that any ban on abortion
methods must contain an exception to preserve women’s health.  Even Attorney General
John Ashcroft recently conceded in a brief filed by the Justice Department that some type

“[T]he absence of a
health exception will
place women at an
unnecessary risk of
tragic health
consequences.”
Carhart, 530 U.S. at
937.
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of health exception is required for legislation banning abortions.30 The new federal ban,
in a direct challenge to this most fundamental principle of abortion jurisprudence, fails
to provide any health exception. 

Substituting the political will of Congress in place of the medical judgment of doctors,
the sponsors acknowledge in the text of the federal bill that it does not include a health
exception, claiming that the abortion methods banned by the legislation are “never nec-
essary to preserve the health of a woman.”31 Furthermore, in the 2002 markup of the bill,
the committee rejected two amendments that would have permitted women whose
health was at risk to undergo the banned procedures.32 Instead, the ban contains only a
limited life exception, allowing an abortion when it is necessary to save a woman’s life,
but even then only when the woman’s life is endangered by a physical condition (which
also calls into question the constitutionality of the life exception as written in the bill): 

This subsection does not apply to a partial-birth abortion that is necessary to save the
life of a mother whose life is endangered by a physical disorder, physical illness, or
physical injury, including a life-endangering physical condition caused by or arising
from the pregnancy itself.33

In refusing to include a health exception, the sponsors of the federal abortion ban inac-
curately argue that Congress is not bound to follow the Supreme Court’s ruling in
Carhart.  They claim that the Carhart decision was based on “very questionable find-
ings,”34 asserting that Congress is better equipped to assess the evidence since it held
“extensive” hearings on the subject.35 Claiming that congressional findings demonstrate
that a health exception is unnecessary, they argue that the Supreme Court should accord
“great deference”36 to these findings.  However, as demonstrated in the next section,
Congress does not have the power to overturn decisions of the Supreme Court by pass-
ing a bill that contains contrary Congressional findings.

4.  A Renegade Congress Flouts the U.S. Supreme Court
In the new law, the sponsors claim that the Supreme Court must defer to Congress’s legal
conclusion that a health exception is unnecessary.  Not only is this untrue, but such a
rule would violate the principle of separation of powers underlying our tripartite system
of government.  As the Supreme Court noted recently in United States v. Morrison: 

Many decisions of this Court, however, have unequivocally reaffirmed the holding
of Marbury, that ‘[I]t is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial depart-
ment to say what the law is.’37

In Morrison, the Court held that Congress’s legal conclusions – based on substantial con-
gressional findings – were unsupportable, and struck down portions of the law at issue as
a result.  Similarly, Congress hid behind legislative “findings” to support a law that is
clearly contrary to Supreme Court precedent.  Congress cannot simply ignore a legal rul-
ing it dislikes by adopting conflicting legislative “findings.” 
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a.  Federal Courts Do Not Blindly Defer to Congressional Fact Findings, But Must Conduct an

Independent Review of Facts Bearing on an Issue of Constitutional Law

The Court has repeatedly held, including in cases relied upon by the bill’s sponsors, that
whatever deference is accorded legislative findings does not “insulate[] [those findings]
from judicial review,” nor does it “foreclose [the judiciary’s] independent judgment of the
facts bearing on an issue of constitutional law.”38 Rather, “[i]t is . . . a ‘permanent and
indispensable feature of our constitutional system’ that ‘the federal judiciary is supreme
in the exposition of the law of the Constitution.”39 As Chief Justice Burger has explained: 

A legislature appropriately inquires into and may declare the reasons impelling leg-
islative action but the judicial function commands analysis of whether the specific
conduct charged falls within the reach of the statute and if so whether the legisla-
tion is consonant with the Constitution.40

b.  The Supreme Court Has Rejected Congressional Fact Findings 

The Supreme Court has rejected congressional findings or found them inadequate to
inform a constitutional inquiry in many cases.  For example, in a case relied on by the
sponsors themselves, Turner Broadcasting System Inc. v. F.C.C.,41 the plaintiffs challenged
a federal law mandating that cable channels carry local broadcasting stations.  Even
though Congress had held hearings over a three-year period prior to passage of the law, the
Court found a “paucity of evidence” and many “deficienc[ies] in the record.”42 Rather
than blindly deferring to Congress, the Court remanded the case to the lower court – the
same forum that the sponsors now find inadequate – for further factual findings. 

Similarly, in Morrison, the Court rejected congressional findings outright.  The Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA) was enacted after Congress held hearings over a four-year
period on the impact of domestic violence on interstate commerce.  Despite the “numer-
ous” Congressional findings that domestic violence impacted interstate commerce,43 the
Court struck down the civil remedy provision of VAWA, noting that “[s]imply because
Congress may conclude that a particular activity substantially affects interstate commerce
does not necessarily make it so.”44

As these cases demonstrate, the courts have the power and the duty to independently
assess evidence and have no obligation to defer to congressional findings.  As Justice
Clarence Thomas has noted, 

We know of no support…for the proposition that if the constitutionality of a statute
depends in part on the existence of certain facts, a court may not review [Congress’s]
judgment that the facts exist.  If [Congress] could make a statute constitutional sim-
ply by ‘finding’ that black is white or freedom, slavery, judicial review would be an
elaborate farce.  At least since Marbury v. Madison, that has not been the law. 45

Thus, the sponsors of the federal abortion ban are clearly wrong in their assertion that the
courts will adjudicate the bill differently because it contains congressional findings. 
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c.  Similar Attempts by Congress to Overturn Supreme Court Precedents Have Failed 

There have been several instances in the past where congressional attempts to overturn
Supreme Court precedents have failed.  For example, Congress passed the Religious
Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA) in response to an earlier Supreme Court decision.46 As
in the case with the new federal abortion ban, Congress held separate hearings to assess
the issues and made independent findings prior to enacting the law.  In striking down
RFRA, the Supreme Court held that Congress “has been given the power ‘to enforce,’
not the power to determine what constitutes a constitutional violation.”47 The Court fur-
ther held that “The power to interpret the Constitution in a case or controversy remains
in the Judiciary”48 and “RFRA contradicts vital principles necessary to maintain separa-
tion of powers and the federal balance.”49

Similarly, Congress attempted to overturn the requirements set out by the Supreme
Court in Miranda v. Arizona50 by enacting a new “voluntariness” standard in their place.
In Dickerson v. United States,51 the Supreme Court reviewed the law, and in striking it
down held that “Miranda, being a constitutional decision of this Court, may not be in
effect overruled by an Act of Congress,”52 and “Congress may not legislatively supersede
our decisions interpreting and applying the Constitution.”53

Here, again, Congress is attempting to overturn Supreme Court precedent on a matter of
constitutional law by enacting a law that clearly violates the Supreme Court’s ruling.  As
in those cases, Congress has overstepped its bounds – the federal abortion ban does not
pass constitutional muster.

III.  The Abortion Bans Are Deceptive
Anti-choice extremists have propagated numerous myths about the abortion bans.  The
new federal statute is part of a deceptive nationwide campaign to eviscerate the key pro-
tections guaranteed to American women by Roe, Casey and Carhart.  Contrary to the way
its proponents characterized the legislation, its prohibitions are limited neither to one
medical procedure nor to post-viability abortions late in pregnancy.  

A.  THE ABORTION BANS ARE NOT LIMITED TO ONLY ONE PROCEDURE
First, despite a deceptive public strategy that has propagated the myth that these bans tar-
get a single, specific abortion procedure, the federal ban is not limited to one specific pro-
cedure.  “Partial-birth abortion” is a fabricated term that anti-choice activists concocted
in an attempt to make almost all abortions illegal.  There is no medical procedure known
as a “partial-birth abortion.”  Anti-choice extremists created the term as a smoke screen to
divert the public’s attention away from the true scope of the law, which makes most cur-
rent second trimester abortions illegal.  

In the case of Nebraska, proponents of the statute attempted to convince the Supreme
Court that the ban was limited to D & X.  But the Court noted in Carhart “there is no
language in the statute that supports it.”54 In fact, the Nebraska legislature rejected an
amendment that would have limited the law to only one narrowly defined procedure.  As
discussed above, the federal ban similarly fails to limit the ban to the D & X procedure
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and exacerbates the vagueness of the bill’s proscriptions by including no less than two dif-
ferent descriptions of what is banned.55

B.  THE ABORTION BANS ARE NOT LIMITED TO POST-VIABILITY ABORTIONS LATE IN PREGNANCY
Another myth is that these laws ban post-viability abortions late in pregnancy.  However,
neither the state laws nor the federal law contain any reference to the stage of pregnancy
to which they apply.  The vast majority of states already have laws prohibiting most post-
viability abortions, and most of them have been in place since the early 1970s.  These laws
generally adhere to fundamental constitutional principles establishing that women have
the right to chose abortion pre-viability, but that states may more strictly regulate and even
forbid abortions after viability, except where necessary to preserve the woman’s health or
life.  

Therefore, the new federal abortion ban primarily impacts the legality of pre-viability abor-
tions    although proponents of the bill deliberately confuse this issue.  In fact, Rep. Steve
Chabot, the lead sponsor of the bill, has admitted that the legislation is primarily intend-
ed to ban pre-viability abortions.56 Furthermore, the committee considering H.R. 4965 in
2002 rejected an amendment that would have limited the law to post-viability abortions,
again exposing their true intentions.57

IV.  The Abortion Bans Are Extreme
The abortion bans are extreme measures promoted by anti-choice politicians and advoca-
cy groups to eliminate a woman’s access to the safest methods of abortion.  Because the
bans are so extreme, medical organizations and the American public oppose them.

A.  THE ABORTION BAN PROHIBITS THE SAFEST METHODS FOR MANY WOMEN
The nationwide legalization of abortions after Roe lead to dramatic health advances for
women and substantial decreases in the total number of abortion-related deaths and com-
plications.  Between 1973 (the year that Roe was decided) and 1985, the number of abor-
tion-related deaths dropped eight-fold:  from 3.3 deaths per 100,000 in 1973 to 0.4 deaths
per 100,000 in 1985.  Similarly, abortion-related complications resulting in hospitalization
fell sharply during the 1970s, with the steepest drop following Roe in 1973.58 The federal
ban produces a significant rollback of these health gains.

As noted earlier, the new law bans D & E   the safest second-trimester abortion method
for   many women that accounts for nearly all abortions performed from 12 to 20 weeks.59

The D & X technique, which is also prohibited under the federal ban, is the safest abor-
tion method for some women,60 and the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized the body of
medical opinion supporting this fact.61 In fact, in Carhart, the only expert witness testify-
ing in favor of Nebraska’s law and deemed credible by the District Court, conceded that
D & X could well be safer than other D & E variants.62

Furthermore, lower courts throughout the country have reviewed a wide range of medical
evidence and concluded that D & X is safe.  The factual records in Carhart and many
other cases demonstrate that D & X is in fact the safest and best abortion technique in
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some cases.  Though acknowledging the lack of statistical studies comparing the safety of
the D & X technique with other abortion methods, every federal court in the country,
with the exception of one, has agreed that D & X is a safe procedure that may well be
safer for women in certain situations.63

A ban on D & E abortions, including the D & X variant, forces women to undergo riski-
er and unnecessary medical procedures and deprive many women of access to the
method of abortion that would be safest in their own individual circumstances.  The fed-
eral ban harms women’s health, renders abortions more dangerous, and infringes upon
women’s right to privacy.64

B.  THE FEDERAL ABORTION BAN REFLECTS THE SPONSORS’ EXTREMISM
In addition to drafting the extreme language contained within the federal bill that disre-
gards women’s safety, the sponsors also pushed the bill through the U.S. House of
Representatives in an extreme fashion, sweeping through the House in a five-week whirl-
wind during the summer of 2002.  It was introduced on June 19, 2002.  On July 10, 2002,
the House Subcommittee on the Constitution held a hearing on the bill, and on July 11,
2002, the Subcommittee reported the bill favorably by a vote of 8-3.  On July 17, 2002,
the House Committee on the Judiciary marked up the bill and reported it favorably out
of committee by a vote of 20-8.  On July 23, 2002, the House Rules Committee reported
the bill to the House of Representatives under a closed rule, forbidding any amendments
to the bill during its consideration by the full House.  On July 24, 2002, the bill passed
the House by a vote of 274-151.  A motion to recommit with instructions to the Judiciary
Committee failed 187-241.  

The House Judiciary Committee considered and rejected numerous amendments that
would have made the legislation less severe, including proposals that would:

•  provide an exception for abortions “performed before fetal viability, or… per-
formed after fetal viability where necessary, in appropriate medical judgment, for the
preservation of the life or health of the mother;”

•  provide an exception for abortions “performed before viability where necessary, in
appropriate medical judgment, for the preservation of the life or health of the moth-
er, or to such a procedure performed after fetal viability if it is to protect the moth-
er from serious, adverse physical health consequences;”

•  strike the civil cause of action against physicians and women undergoing an abor-
tion that falls within the bill’s definition;

•  strike the congressional findings of fact as unsubstantiated;

•  ban all post-viability abortions except those abortions that in the medical judg-
ment of the attending physician were necessary to preserve the life of the woman or
to avert serious adverse health consequences to the woman; and
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•  strike the penalties for performing an abortion that falls within the bill’s definition.

By rejecting these amendments, the bill’s proponents demonstrated a complete disregard
for women’s health, as well as a desire to supplant the sound medical judgment of doc-
tors with the will of politicians in Congress.  

The bill’s legislative history demonstrates that its sponsors were intent on adopting a
broad ban on pre-viability abortion methods with little, if any, regard for the health of
pregnant women.65 Representative Steve Chabot (R-OH), a primary sponsor of the bill,
acknowledged the bill’s impact on pre-viability abortions during the markup when he
claimed that “limiting the prohibition to only viable fetuses would exempt the vast major-
ity” of abortions that would be criminalized under this legislation.66

Furthermore, proponents of the ban maintained that once a woman has decided to have
an abortion, politicians in Congress can dictate to a woman what medical procedures she
can and cannot undergo, regardless of the medical judgment of her doctor.
Representative Randy Forbes (R-VA) acknowledged that the bill would not prevent any
abortions from occurring, but instead that its intent is to limit the types of abortion meth-
ods that are available to women and their physicians:  “This bill is not about having an
abortion. It's about whether or not you can have a partial-birth abortion”   a fictitious term
invented by anti-choice forces.  Moreover, Representative Mike Pence (R-IN) suggested
that abortions should be performed by caesarian section instead less invasive tech-
niques.67 These statements clearly indicate that the intent of the ban is to force women
to have more risky procedures by criminalizing the safest abortion methods for many
women, and demonstrates the sponsors’ contempt for women who have abortions.

C.  MEDICAL ORGANIZATIONS OPPOSE THE ABORTION BANS
Abortion bans interfere with doctors’ medical discretion, create severe health risks for
women and impose strict penalties on doctors, including imprisonment and fines.  For
these reasons, major U.S. medical organizations have publicly opposed these bills.

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG), representing over
90 percent of all ob-gyn specialists, has rejected the abortion bans as “an inappropriate,
ill-advised and dangerous intervention into medical decision making.”68 ACOG reiterat-
ed its opposition to the bans in 2002, stating:

•  “[T]here are circumstances under which this type of procedure [included within
the abortion ban] would be the most appropriate and safest procedure to save the life
or health of a woman.”

•  “This bill violates a fundamental principle at the very heart of the doctor-patient
relationship: that the doctor, in consultation with the patient, based on that patient’s
individual circumstances, must choose the most appropriate method of care for the
patient.”

•  “It fails to use recognized medical terminology and fails to define explicitly the
prohibited medical techniques it criminalizes.”69
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The American Medical Women’s Association (AMWA) also opposes the abortion bans, stating that
it is “gravely concerned with governmental attempts to legislate medical decision-making through
measures that do not protect a woman’s physical and mental health, including future fertility, or
fail to consider other pertinent issues, such as fetal abnormalities.”70

The American Medical Association (AMA) initially lent support to a 1997 federal bill that was
defeated; however, an internal audit indicated that the organization “blundered” and that this
support was politically, not medically, motivated.  The AMA has declined to support subsequent
abortion bans.71

Finally, five medical groups, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the
American Nurses Association, the American Medical Women’s Association, Physicians for
Reproductive Choice and Health, and the National Abortion Federation, signed onto an ami-
cus curie brief in Carhart arguing against the Nebraska ban.  The Supreme Court relied on
their medical expertise when rendering the Carhart decision.72

D.  THE AMERICAN PUBLIC OPPOSES THE ABORTION BANS
In addition to medical groups, the American public has flatly rejected these bans as well.
Indeed, after voters in Colorado, Maine, and Washington, were educated about the abortion
bans, ballot initiatives on this issue were defeated in all three states.73 No other states have
included abortion bans on a ballot initiative since those initiatives were rejected.

Additionally, according to Center for Reproductive Right’s 1998 poll of registered voters: 

•  77% were seriously concerned that the abortion bans are extreme, allowing no excep-
tions for serious harm to a woman’s health; 

•  69% were seriously concerned that the abortion bans are deceptive, banning the safest
and most commonly used abortion procedures; and 

•  68% were concerned that courts have ruled that the abortion bans are unconstitutional.74

V.  Conclusion
The U.S. Supreme Court has already struck down legislation containing the exact same con-
stitutional flaws contained in the federal version of the abortion ban.  It is a violation of the pub-
lic trust for elected officials to pass laws that are known to be unconstitutional.  Through this
new law, Congress has violated fundamental principals of separation of powers upon which this
nation was founded, in unabashedly contravening direct U.S. Supreme Court precedent.  The
federal abortion ban is the latest attempt to attack a woman’s basic right to choose, and would
force women to undergo abortion procedures that are more dangerous.  This ploy must be rec-
ognized as an unconstitutional, deceptive and extreme attempt to violate women’s constitu-
tional rights.  

For more information about Stenberg v. Carhart and the federal abortion ban, visit the Center
for Reproductive Rights’ website at www.reproductiverights.org. 
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